
On Stranger, Balmorhea continues the cosmic dialog they began with their eponymous debut in 2007.  
Though the spirit of Texas' early inhabitants and the weight of the night sky inspired previous albums 
All is Wild, All is Silent (2009) and Constellations (2010), Stranger shifts the focus from the celestial to 
the terrestrial, or more accurately, it begins to explore the celestial resonance in all things terrestrial.  

Balmorhea's music has always been guided by the experience of living in Texas, but with Stranger the 
band moves beyond contemplative reverence for the land and the history of their home state.  The 
most forward-leaning of their catalog, Stranger presents worlds of tenderness, aggression, estrange-
ment, and freedom using an expanded sonic palette including guitar loops, vibes, synthesizers, 
ukulele, and steel pan drums.  In addition to these new sounds, electric guitars and percussion take 
the stage once occupied by piano and acoustic guitars.

Stranger explores the kinetic rhythms that dictate our day-to-day lives, fascinated by the wanderlust 
that drove the itinerant hearts of our earliest settlers and that continues to pulse in the kids roaming 
Texas' suburban sprawl.  Unsettled, but patient, these songs embrace everyday sensuality, youthful 
discovery, and nomadic reverie…awe-struck by the divine energy that permeates all of our earthly 
fauna and flora.

Refined over many months, and in one case years, the band took care to ensure every note on 
Stranger feels essential, vivid, and confident.  During the writing process, Rob Lowe was living in 
Alpine, Texas, just down the road from Marfa, and Michael Muller had relocated to Brooklyn.  Absorbing 
their new environments, and filtering them through uniquely Texan lenses, the band has created an 
album that stands defiantly alone in the sea of modern independent music.  Opening with the electric 
guitar loops, synths, and steel drums of "Days", the band invites us to move forward with them as they 
explore without pretense or expectation.  "Pilgrim" provides the perfect ending, blurring alpha and 
omega...a concluding gesture taking us back to our beginnings.

1    Days

2   Masollan

3   Fake Fealty

4   Dived

5   Jubi

6   Artifact

7   Shore

8   Pyrakantha

9   Islet

10  Pilgrim
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PRESS QUOTES
"...an exemplary experiment in restraint, lush with a slow-burning, wordless, 
and ambient Americana that manages to captivate while avoiding the 
histrionics of its post-rock forebears."
THE NEW YORKER

"...they create minimalist, cinematic music that combines modern, experi-
mental acoustic sounds with classical qualities." 
NPR
 
"This — not steak finger baskets or soft-serve ice cream — is what you 
should like about Texas." 
The ONION / A.V. CLUB

"Balmorhea flashes brilliance only to highlight a slow-burning constancy 
that's at the core of one of the year's early slow wonders."
KEXP

INFORMATION
+ Balmorhea has toured the US and EU 

several times, including shows with Fleet 

Foxes, Tortoise, Bear In Heaven, Sharon Van 

Etten, Damien Jurado, Here We Go Magic, 

Grouper, Deer Tick, The Low Anthem, and 

more.

+ Balmorhea’s previous albums have 

received praise from publications including 

Pitchfork, The New Yorker, MOJO, NME, Time 

Out New York, Drowned in Sound, NPR, and 

many more.
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